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CLIENT

Project Brief
Chichester Cathedral is set to undergo a huge, four 
year restoration project to repair the ancient 
building’s roofs. The cathedral website has reveled 
urgent repairs are needed to safeguard the 
structure as the “roof covering is no longer watertight”. 
A massive fund-raising campaign will be undertaken 
to finance the work described as “enormous and 
unprecedented”. The Cathedral receives no satutory 
funding, relying on donations and self-generated 
income for restoration requirements.

Project Particulars
Alltask were thrilled to be awarded the 1st phase of 
a 4 year roof restoration project on the 1000 year old 
Chichester Cathedral. Using our large stock of Haki 
system scaffold we could reduce the anticipated 
programme by 50%. Our experience on other historical 
buildings allowed us to self deliver an in house design 
package that removed the need for intrusive ties to the 
cathedral walls. Our shrinkwrap encapsulation team 
installed over 2500m2 of bespoke wrap inline with the 
conservation architechs requests.

PROJECT

LOCATION

DURATION

DBR Southern

Chichester Cathedral Roof

Chichester, West Sussex

20 Weeks

Restoration
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HISTORICAL RESTORATION

Recent Projects Include:

• Rochester Cathedral - Temporary roof over the 
library - Buxton Group.

• Old Royal Naval College - Temporary HAKI roof 
system - DBR.

• King William Dome, Greenwich - Tube and 
fi tting scaffold providing access for lead 
replacement works - DBR

• Palace of Westminster - Internal bespoke split 
design HAKI scaffold for maintenance 
access - Mitie PLC

• 

• Palace of Westminster - External HAKI plus tube 
and fi tting encapsulated structure providing 
access to roof lantern - Mitie PLC.

• Jan Christian Smutt statue - Encapsulated HAKI 
structure - DBR

• Old Royal Naval Group - Tube and fi tting 
structures for ongoing maintenance - Trinity 
Laban.

• Westminster Abbey perimeter wall - Access for 
refurbishment using HAKI system - DBR

Alltask have been providing secure access, 
support or temporary weatherproofi ng to 
historical buildings since 1992. Our in-house 
design team offers confi dential, early 
contractor engagement to deliver safe & 
sustainable access solutions. We consider 
ourselves experts in engineering scaffold 
design to protect the building fabric.


